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Pulsars in our Galaxy newly discovered by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope, launched in June 2008. The objects emit broad gamma-ray beams that have enabled Fermi to locate a never-before-seen population. Fermi has also seen pulsars with millisecond periods and has detected at least one globular cluster (center left). See the Research Article and two Reports beginning on page 840.
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Local Adaptation of Bacteriophages to Their Bacterial Hosts in Soil
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A. Senju et al.
Asperger syndrome individuals do not pass a nonverbal false-belief test.
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Bird Flu Virus a Possible Trigger for Parkinson’s Loss of dopamine neurons is tied to H5N1 influenza virus infection in mice.
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An Acidic Matrix Protein, Pif, Is a Key Macromolecule for Nacre Formation M. Suzuki et al.
A matrix protein is identified that regulates nacre formation in the Japanese pearl oyster.

Evidence for Obliquity Forcing of Glacial Termination II R. N. Drysdale et al.
Marine records suggest that the early onset of the penultimate deglaciation was due to changes in Earth’s obliquity.

Formation of ArF from LpDAr(β): Catalytic Conversion of Aryl Triflates to Aryl Fluorides D. A. Watson et al.
A catalyst enables versatile carbon-fluorine bond formation using simple fluoride salts.

Perspective: New Complexity in Differentiating Stem Cells Toward Hepatic and Pancreatic Fates S. S. Huppert and M. A. Magnuson Programming of the liver and pancreas is controlled by a dynamic, temporally coordinated signaling network.
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Top 10 Tips to Maximize Your Mentoring J. Lakoski Cultivating and nurturing mentoring relationships is an essential career skill.

S. S. Huppert and M. A. Magnuson Stem Cells Toward Hepatic and Pancreatic Fates PERSPECTIVE: New Complexity in Differentiating Stem Cells Toward Hepatic and Pancreatic Fates

A mutant CD3ε subunit that cannot change conformation in response to ligand binding exerts dominant-negative inhibition of T cell responses.

D. B. Arnold Delivery of proteins to axons or dendrites depends on interactions between molecular motors and the cytoskeleton.

S. S. Huppert and M. A. Magnuson Programming of the liver and pancreas is controlled by a dynamic, temporally coordinated signaling network.


Formation of ArF from LpDAr(β): Catalytic Conversion of Aryl Triflates to Aryl Fluorides

D. A. Watson et al.

A catalyst enables versatile carbon-fluorine bond formation using simple fluoride salts.
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